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“Equations are the devil’s
sentences.”
-Stephen Colbert

2012 Chrysler
Failtrain
By Bill Melcher ~ Daily Bull

Just when I thought it
couldn’t get any worse,
it did. And then when I
stopped caring what Chrysler did, they started designing a series of full size truck/
SUV hybrids.
If you (the average, moderately intelligent person)
were to build a hybrid from
Dodge’s arsenal of readily available vehicles, what
would you do? Personally, I
would take the smallest inline
4 cylinder available and pair
it with an outsourced battery
pack like every other automotive company has done.
Add a continuously variable
transmission for zest. That
seems to be a recipe for
success. The Prius, Insight
and Fusion Hybrid all have
decent sales to say the least.
Chrysler saw this success,
turned tail and marched off
in the exact opposite direction. After 40 days and 34
nights, Chrysler engineers
came out of the closet -- er,
meeting room. “We have a

...see Hybrid Hype on back
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Sunshine’s Sports Corner, or why
Everything at Tech is Yager’s Fault
Jeremy “Mr. Sunshine” Loucks ~ Daily Bull

Wow, what a crazy week of sports
action. NFL upsets, MLB playoffs starting, and hockey is almost upon us! But
first, a look at how our wonderful Tech
Huskies have been
doing.

goals in his next game! Both wins were
celebrated by everyone except those
poor souls working at Dominos, as most
of Saturday and all of Sunday pizza
was half-off. In the
ensuing chaos for
cheap, delicious
pizza, 4 nuns and
an emo kid were
trampled to death.

This past week was
Hobo Homecoming! While the pep
band and fraternities were dressing
In other news,
as hobos Huskies
Tech’s women’s
school-spirited BS,
Soccer team conour spor ts teams
tinues to play well,
were dominating
notching a 1-0
the competition.
win over Lake Erie.
Tech football gave
Melanie Hoffman
Ohio Dominican
scored the lone
a rude welcome
goal and MaryBeth
to Sherman field,
Spoehr got her
destroying them
fourth shutout of
45-6 in front of a
the season. Depacked crowd.
nied! With that
OH noes! Haha... get it... OH = Ohio)... NOT THE NUNS
A few hours later,
win, the team imthe hockey team decided to get in proves to 5-5, which is damn good
on the winning ways, pounding out a for a first-year club. Keep up the good
5-3 victory over visiting Nipissing. The work ladies! Finally, the second annual
Nipissing goalie, Stone, was so both- Alumni Broomball tournament was held,
ered by our student section (led by a with the championship played right
boisterous Scott Yager) that he let in 11 after the hockey game. Black Ice beat
...see Sportsmansheep on back

You think your midterms are bad? At least
you don’t have to battle a kracken.

The Steaming Pile

Straight From You-Know-Where!
Employers We Wish Came to Career Fair

Professional Wal-mart Greeters
Association
Feline Wranglers Inc.
Aperture Science
Megamilk Advertising Personnel
Pokemon Professor
INGEN Co.
Blend Tech
Nuka Cola
Umbrella Corp.
Vivid Video
Lion’s Den Toy Manufacturing
Sonic Drive-Ins
Hookers and Blow LLC
The Soylent Corp.
LuNoCo
Google
Stark Industries
Evil League oF EVIL
Everclear Bottling Co.
Everclear Un-bottling Co.
FEMA
Professional Arsonist Co

Keweenaw Brewery Co
Daily Planet
US Dept of Pizza
Team Rocket Recruitment
4 Chan Moderator
Viagra R&D
KY Test Subjects Anonymous
Experimental Parachute Tester Association
Modern Gladiators Guild
Blizzard
The President
GenricCo
House, MD
Xplay Internship Opportunities
The people who make the snuggie
Elvis Impersonators Anonymous
Wayne Enterprises
World Wide Pants
Bojangles
Bubba Gump Shrimp Co
Maruchan Noodle Co

... Sportsmansheep from front.

a powerful Moo Crew team, 1-0 in
overtime. Black Ice was so good,
they won even with the handicap
that is Scott Yager’s offensive skills.

come to an end. In the AL, the Rays
won the East when the Yanks choked.
AL playoffs are Rangers at Rays and
Yankees at Twins.

On to the NFL, where a weekend
full of crazy action happened. The
Lions shot themselves in the feet
with ridiculous penalties, scaring
the bejeesus out of (but losing)
to the Green Bay Packers, 28-26.
Here’s to hoping we beat the Rams
next week to avoid the dreaded
0-5. The Vikings had a bye week,
and the Bears finally lost after the
lowly Giants laid the beatdown.
Jacksonville surprised Indy 31-28,
the Rams are a surprising 2-2 after
beating the Seahawks, and Donovan
McNabb showed he still kicks ass in
Philly, beating his former team 17-12.
My Jets are 3-1 and the class of the
AFC East, having schooled all three
divisional foes so far.

Out in the AAAA NL, the Giants
edged the Padres and won the west,
while the Braves squeaked into the
playoffs. Reds at Phillies and Braves
at the Giants are the matchups. One
can only hope a meteor strikes Minnesota this week, as it would eliminate
two very annoying teams. And if you
are a Tigers fan, rejoice, as we went
.500 this season (we didn’t have a
losing record!). And they just offered
Brandon Inge a multi-year contract, so
more ridiculous highlight plays are in
the future.

In baseball, the regular season has
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Sunshine’s Searcher: Baseball

In the NBA, weird injuries continue to
abound as Carlos Boozer trips on a
bag at his house and breaks his hand;
he’ll be out two months. Can’t he just
admit he was robbed and beaten? I
mean, c’mon, the guy lives in Chicago
now, it happens to everyone there ...Hybrid Hype from front
sooner or later.
plan!” they exclaimed. “Well golly- Step 2: Pair it with a used electric mogee, guys, that’s wonderful! Put ‘er tor from a Dirt Devil.
The NHL preseason is finally over, so into action so we can sell, sell, sell!” Step 3: Insert in a Durango, an Aspen,
and a Ram 1500.
that means it’s time for real hockey. said the execuStep 4: Paint HYWings are predicted to finish in the tives and busiBRID all over it.
top 3 of the West, owing to the fact ness-people.
Step 5: Lay off
that the SuckBlackhawks sold off most
Then
the
engisales staff, you
of their players. Also, Chris Osgood
neers explained
won’t be needcontinues to suck. Let’s hope that
their plan to
ing them.
Jimmy Howard continues his awe- the ever-slacksome to make up for it. And finally, ening smiles of
As a side note,
Mike Modano scores his first goal as the stockholdthe Chrysler AsSo eco friendly it SHITS rainbows
a Red Wing. You go old guy!
ers, who in turn
pen was born a
called the local
failure in 2007. But
Quick Notes: Texas drops out of Edward-Jones office and proceeded even to an average Joe, there seems
NCAA football rankings for the first to play hot potato with said stock. to be a fundamental problem here.
Hybrid trucks and SUVs defeat the
time since the stone age, Michigan Here’s the plan…
very purpose of a hybrid from the
State-Michigan game this upcoming
Step
1:
Take
one
(1)
390
(390)
horseget-go. They gain a paltry 4-6 miles
week is gonna be insanely good, and
power Hemi V8
per gallon over their normal, mannobody cares about NASCAR.

ALL-STAR
MOUND
AMERICAN
MVP
BALLPARK
NATIONAL
BASEBALL
OUTFIELD
BASE COACH
PINCH HITTER
BAT
PINE TAR
BATBOY
PITCHER
BATTER
PLAYER
BREAKING BALL
PLAYOFFS
BUNT
POP-UP
CATCHER
RELIEVER
CENTERFIELD
RIGHTY
CHANGE-UP
R.I.S.P.
CLOSER
RIVAL
CURVEBALL
ROOKIE
CY YOUNG
ROSTER
DEPTH
RUNNER
DIAMOND
SACRIFICE
DIVISION
SECOND BASE
DOUBLE
SHORTSTOP
DOUBLE PLAY
SINGLE
EJECTION
SLIDE
E.R.A.
SLIDER
ERROR
STATS
FASTBALL
STEAL
FIELD
STRETCH
FIRST BASE
STRIKE
FORCE OUT
STRIKEOUT
FOUL BALL
SUNFLOWER seeds
FOUL POLE
SWITCH HITTER
GOLD GLOVE
TAG
HELMET
TEAM
HIT-BY-PITCH
THIRD BASE
HOME PLATE
TRIPLE
HOME RUN
TRIPLE PLAY
INFIELD
UMPIRE
INNING
VETERAN
KNUCKLEBALL
WALK
LEFTY
W.H.I.P.
MANAGER
WORLD SERIES
MAPLE
Bonus: The name of the awesome Tigers blog
on SBNation.com
Brought to you by Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks

card-wielding counterparts because
there isn’t much to work with.
Chevrolet has been there and done
that with the Tahoe Hybrid, and it was
not a pleasant experience in the sales
department. Smaller cars can see a
gain closer to 20 mpg. And if the goal
is to save gas, why does Step 1 involve the second biggest V8 Dodge
could find? The main point here is
that no-one has failed quite as hard as
Chrysler at making a hybrid. They sat
back and watched others probe the
territory, and then proceeded down
what was clearly the worst path. And
for that, I hereby forfeit any shred of
remaining respect I had for them, and
give it to Cummins for being awesome, and for sticking with Dodge
through these horrible times.

